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Proposed 
Development:

Construction of two new dwellinghouses

Recommendation: APPROVE 

Summary/Key Issues

Issue Conclusion

Principle of 
development

The principle of the development of two dwellings has been 
established through a previous grant of planning permission which 
remains extant although it should be noted the dwellings are larger 
than those previously permitted. 

Visual and 
Landscape impact

An off site planting scheme is proposed on land owned by the 
applicant which will help screen the proposed dwellings and 
integrate them into the landscape.

Highways and 
Parking

There are no objections from a highway point of view subject to a 
condition requiring any access gates should open away from the 
highway.

Contamination Environmental Protection advise that conditions should be 
attached to any planning approval.

Drainage United Utilities advise that conditions should be attached to any 
planning approval.



Proposal

This is a ‘Full’ planning application for the erection of two dwellings on the site where the 
property Fair View and workshops were previously located.  The previous buildings that 
were located on the site have now been demolished.

Planning History

The site benefits from an extant ‘outline’ approval with all matters reserved for two 
dwellings to replace the original dwelling ‘Fairview’ and workshops.  This application was 
approved at Development Panel subject to conditions (Ref 2/2015/0761).

Following the approval of the above application a further ‘outline’ application was 
submitted (Ref 2/2016/2016) for the erection of 4 dwellings.  This application was 
refused. 

Site

The site circumstances have changed from the previous applications in that the original 
dwelling ‘Fairview’ and the range of associated outbuildings have been demolished 
although this is not relevant to the consideration of this planning application. 

A kennels business and pet crematorium are located adjacent to the site with an 
associated dwelling that has restricted occupancy and a number of buildings.

The site is beyond the settlement limit of Workington and in open countryside with an 
open aspect to the east.  The setting is rural in nature with a landscape background of 
the National Park fells.

Individual properties and small dispersed groups of buildings are located in the 
surrounding area.  

Relevant Policies

NPPF

Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal change
Conserving and enhancing the natural environment
Delivering a wide choice of high quality homes
Requiring good design
Promoting healthy communities

Allerdale Local Plan Part 1 Adopted 2014

Policy DM14 - Standards of Good Design



Policy S1 - Presumption in favour of sustainable development
Policy S2 - Sustainable development principles
Policy S29 - Flood Risk and Surface Water Drainage
Policy S3 - Spatial Strategy and Growth
Policy S30 - Reuse of Land
Policy S31 - Reuse of rural buildings and replacement of dwellings in the countryside
Policy S32 - Safeguarding amenity
Policy S33 - Landscape
Policy S4 - Design principles
Policy S5 - Development Principles
Policy S7 - A mixed and balanced housing market  
Representations

Highways Authority – No objections to the proposal from a highway point of view subject 
to a condition requiring that access gates, if provided, shall be hung to open inwards only 
away from the highway. 

Coal Authority – The site does not fall within the defined Development High Risk Area.  

Environmental Health – Recommend that conditions should be attached to any planning 
approval regarding contamination. 

Crime prevention - Comment that it is evident that crime prevention has been considered 
as part of the design.

Highways England – No objection

United Utilities – Foul water should drain to the public sewer and surface water should 
drain in the most sustainable way.

Winscale’s Parish Council – Has no objections for the proposal for two new dwelling 
houses but the preference would be for one instead of two dwellings. 

Assessment

Outline planning permission has previously been granted for the development of two 
dwellings on this site to replace an existing dwelling and a collection of workshop 
buildings at the site.  Although planning policy would normally only have supported the 
development of a single dwelling it was considered that in this case two dwellings could 
be justified given the extent of built development at the site and the development as a 
whole could contribute to an enhancement of the site and its immediate setting. The 
principle of the development of two dwellings at the site is therefore established through 
this extant consent. 

The grant of outline planning permission was subject to a condition which sought to limit 
the footprint of the dwellings to the equivalent footprint of the buildings replaced. The 
reason given for this condition was to minimise the impact on the site and the 
surrounding landscape.  The footprint of the dwellings now proposed is significantly 



larger than that permitted in the outline permission. As the current application has been 
submitted as a ‘full’ rather than a ‘reserved matters’ the condition attached to the outline 
permission is not binding although it nevertheless a material consideration. 

As the principle of the development of two dwellings is established through the extant 
planning permission, and taking into account the rationale for the condition seeking to 
restrict the footprint of the development, the main issue to consider is whether the scale 
and design of the dwellings now proposed is acceptable having regard to the impact of 
the development on the surrounding landscape. 

The dwellings proposed, and in particular that proposed for plot 1, are undoubtedly large 
but there are a number of large relatively isolated dwellings in the Winscales area so this 
is not unduly uncharacteristic. The design of the dwellings incorporates materials 
including render and natural slate which are characteristic of the wider area and are 
therefore considered to be appropriate. 

The applicant has made some minor amendments to the scheme initially submitted in 
relation to a reduction in the width of plot 1 and a re-siting and a reduction in the footprint 
of plot 2 which it is considered help to improve the appearance of the overall 
development and reduce the impact in the landscape.

To help screen the proposed development and integrate the new dwellings into the 
landscape the applicant has put forward a landscaping plan for land outside the 
application site, but within his ownership. This includes what is described as three 
‘horizons’ of planting  comprising:

- tree and hedgerow planting immediately around the houses and gardens;
- tree planting in arc within field;
- tree planting in belt along edge of A595

The planting proposed will comprise native mixed tree planting which will support 
enhanced viability as helping to screen views of the site. Whilst the site is visible from the 
A595 it is set at a lower level and it is considered that the new tree and hedgerow 
planting proposed will help to mitigate the impact of the development. 

Highways and access

The highway authority has no objection to the proposed development subject to a 
condition that no gates overhang the adopted highway. 

Drainage

United Utilities have no objection to the development subject to the site being drained on 
a separate system with found water draining to the public sewer and surface water 
draining in the most sustainable way. It is proposed however that an existing septic tank 
be utilised which is the arrangement approved in the extant approval subject to a 
condition requiring that the capacity of the septic tank be demonstrated and an 
alternative put forward if necessary. A duplication of this condition is therefore considered 
to be appropriate. The Lead Local Flood Authority also comment that surface water 
drainage arrangements will need to be conditioned to ensure an appropriate scheme is 



agreed. 

Contamination

As with the extant outline planning permission the Environmental Protection Team have 
no objection to the proposed development subject to conditions requiring the submission 
and approval of a desktop study and preliminary risk assessment and if necessary an 
appropriate remediation scheme.

Local Financial Considerations

Having regard to S70(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act the proposal will 
contribute to the award of New Homes Bonus and additional council tax receipts.
Conclusion

On balance, whilst the dwellings now proposed have a larger footprint and greater visual 
impact than that previously permitted through the extant planning permission, it is 
considered that taking into account the enhanced screening and landscaping proposed 
the development would not have an unacceptable impact on the surrounding landscape. 
It is therefore recommended that planning permission be granted subject to the following 
conditions:

Annex 1

Conditions/Reasons

1. The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of 
three years from the date of the permission. 
Reason: In order to comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 
1990.

2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out solely in accordance 
with the following plans: 

1688-02C Block Plan
1688-03B Plot 1 Floor Plans
1688-04B Plot 1 Elevations
1688-05B Plot 2 Floor Plans
1688-06B Plot 2 Elevations 
Drawing 04 Planting plan and landscape note
Drawing 05 Plant specification & Schedule

Reason: In order that the development is carried out in complete accordance with 
the approved plans and any material and non material alterations to the scheme 
are properly considered.

3. The approved landscaping scheme (Drawing 04 Planting plan and landscape 



note; Drawing 05 Plant specification & Schedule) shall be carried out in the 
first planting season following the commencement of the development and 
any trees or plants which within a period of five years from the completion 
of the development die, are removed or become seriously damaged or 
diseased shall be replaced in the next planting season with others of similar 
size and species, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority.

Reason: In order to enhance the appearance of the development and minimise the 
impact of the development in the locality.

4. Access gates, if provided, shall be hung to open inwards only away from the 
highway.

Reason: In the interests of highway safety

5. Prior to the commencement of any development, a surface water drainage 
scheme, based on the hierarchy of drainage options in the National Planning 
Practice Guidance with evidence of an assessment of the site 
conditions(inclusive of how the scheme shall be managed after completion) 
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. 
The surface water drainage scheme must be in accordance with the Non-
Statutory Technical Standards for Sustainable Drainage Systems (March 2015) 
or any subsequent replacement national standards. In the event of surface 
water draining to the public surface water sewer, the pass forward flow rate to 
the public surface water sewer should be restricted to existing greenfield 
runoff for any storm event.

Reason: To promote sustainable development, secure proper drainage and to 
manage the risk of flooding and pollution.

6. Before development commences full details of the siting and capacity of the 
existing private septic shall be submitted to the Local Plannimng Authority 
and approved in writing. Alternatively details of other appropriate means of 
foul drainage shall be provided and approved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority.

Reason: To ensure a satisfactory means of foul water drainage and minimise the 
risk of flooding in compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework and 
Policies S29 and S2 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.

7. No development approved by this permission shall commence until a desktop 
study has been submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority. 
Should the preliminary risk assessment identify any potential contamination 
which may affect human health, controlled waters or the wider environment, 
all necessary site investigation works within the site boundary must be carried 
out to establish the degree and nature of the contamination and its potential to 
pollute the environment or cause harm to human health. The scope of works 
for the site investigations should be agreed with the Local Planning Authority 



prior to their commencement.

Reason: To minimise any risk during or post construction works arising from any 
possible contamination from the development to the local environment, in 
compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework and Policy S30 of the 
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014

8. Should land affected by contamination be identified under the desk top study 
under condition 7 be found which poses unacceptable risks to human health, 
controlled waters or the wider environment, no development shall take place 
until a detailed remediation scheme has been submitted to and approved in 
writing by the Local Planning Authority. The scheme must include an 
appraisal of remediation options, identification of the preferred option(s), the 
proposed remediation objectives and remediation criteria, and a description 
and programme of the works to be undertaken including the verification plan.

Reason: To minimise any risk during or post construction works arising from any 
possible contamination from the development to the local environment, in 
compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework and Policy S30 of the 
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014

9. Should a contamination remediation scheme be required under condition 8 the 
approved strategy shall be implemented and a verification report submitted to 
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority, prior to the 
development (or relevant phase of development) being brought into use.

Reason: To minimise any risk during or post construction works arising from any 
possible contamination from the development to the local environment, in 
compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework and Policy S30 of the 
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.

10. In the event that contamination is found at any time when carrying out the 
approved development that was not previously identified it must be reported 
immediately to the Local Planning Authority. Development on the part of the 
site affected must be halted and a risk assessment carried out and submitted 
to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Where 
unacceptable risks are found remediation and verification schemes shall be 
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. These 
shall be implemented prior to the development (or relevant phase of 
development) being brought into use. All works shall be undertaken in 
accordance with current UK guidance, particularly CLR11.

Reason: To minimise any risk arising from any possible contamination from the 
development to the local environment in compliance with the National Planning 
Policy Framework and Policy S30 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 
2014.

11. Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General 
Permitted Development) Order 2015 (as amended) no buildings, structures, 
extensions, fences, gates, walls or other means of enclosure shall be erected 



within the curtilage of any dwelling without the prior written approval of the 
Local Planning Authority upon an application submitted to it. 

Reason: The Local Planning Authority wishes to retain control over any proposed 
alterations/extensions in the interests of the appearance of the site.

Proactive Statement

Application Approved Following Revisions

The Local Planning Authority has acted positively and proactively in determining this 
application by identifying planning policies, constraints, stakeholder representations and 
matters of concern within the application (as originally submitted) and where appropriate 
negotiating, with the Applicant, acceptable amendments and solutions to the proposal to 
address those concerns.  As a result, the Local Planning Authority has been able to grant 
planning permission for an acceptable proposal, in accordance with the presumption in 
favour of sustainable development, as set out within the National Planning Policy 
Framework.  

Notes to Applicant:

You must not commence works, or allow any person to perform works, on any part of the 
highway until receipt of an appropriate permit allowing such works. Enquiries should be 
made to Cumbria Highways, Highways Depot, Joseph Noble Road, Lillyhall Industrial 
Estate, Workington, CA14 4JH, Tel: 01946 506550

Should the watercourse  adjacent to the site be affected by the development in any way 
(including temporary works such as the erection of scaffolding), you will need to contact 
the Local Flood Risk Team for Ordinary Watercourse Consent via email 
(LFRM.consent@cumbria.gov.uk). 

 






